Rental Check-OUT Procedure
Warning: This is a high pressure device, thoroughly read and understand the warning section located in the owners manual.
Always clean using low pressure, with the spray tip removed. Never clean the outside of the unit with solvent while the unit is running or plugged in .
INSURE THAT THE PRIME/SPRAY VALVE IS IN THE DOWN POSITION AND THAT THE UNIT IS NOT UNDER PRESSURE.
Review Customer’s Needs
What coating is to be sprayed? Can your rental unit do it?
What size tip is required? Will the customer purchase the correct tip?
Can this customer handle the machine requested?
Visual Inspection: BEFORE TURNING THE UNIT ON
Remove Rental Card and clip to side of nearby shelving
Insure that the gun and hose connections are tight
Document the total gallons sprayed.______ With the pressure set to min, power unit on. Press MENU(#1) then Select (#4). This will show the gallons sprayed.
Review unit operation and safety concerns with the customer
Performance Verification
Place the siphon tube into a 5 gallon bucket with water.
Prime the unit. With the Prime/Spray Valve in the Prime position turn the unit on and turn the pressure knob to just above clean mode.
When bubbles stop coming from the bypass hose, the unit is primed.
Pressure Test
Insure that the tip and guard are on the gun.
Once a prime is established turn the Prime/Spray valve to the Spray position. The unit will build pressure and shut off.
Gradually increase the pressure to maximum looking for any leaks from the pump, hose and gun.
The pressure light (next to pressure knob) will be a solid green when above 2000 psi.
Submerge the tip and gun into the solution with the tip pointed down and trigger the gun. The pressure light should stay green.
If the light changes to yellow while spraying, turn off the unit, release the pressure, replace with a new 517 tip and retest.
Once this test has been successfully completed, turn the pressure control to minimum,
turn the unit off and release the pressure (by triggering the submerged gun into the bucket for 5 seconds).
Turn the Prime/Spray valve to Prime
Wrap the power cord and hose onto the unit.
Review Cleanliness Expectations
Spray unit generously with Pump Shield. Rub it in lightly.
Inform the Customer that the unit must be returned clean (inside and out). Tell them that you will check the filters and run the unit when they return.
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